Bonfire Cleanup To Be Held Sunday

Sigma Phi Kappa Fraternity
To Build First House at Poly
As Final Plans Take Effect

For the first time in California State Polytechnic college history one of its fraternal organizations is to enjoy the privileges of living in its own house.

This announcement was made late this week by executive mem-

bers of Sigma Phi Kappa, Poly's one of its fraternal organizations is to enjoy the privileges of living in its own house. According to an announcement, the house will be ready for occupancy in the near future.

The house will be situated on the campus and will be designed to accommodate 40 members of the fraternity. It will feature a large living room, kitchen, dining room, and several bedrooms. The house will also include a study area, a music room, and a terrace overlooking the campus.

The construction of the house is being undertaken by members of the fraternity, with the assistance of local contractors. The building will be erected using modern construction techniques to ensure durability and energy efficiency.

In addition to providing a place for social activities, the house will serve as a center for community service projects, fostering a strong sense of responsibility and leadership among its members.

The Sigma Phi Kappa fraternity has a long history of service and excellence within the college community. The establishment of this first on-campus fraternity house is a significant milestone in the college's development, marking the beginning of a new chapter in its history.
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Fraternities Will Aid College Atmosphere

When Sigma Phi Kappa's dream fraternity house comes into reality next year, California Poly will enter a new period of development—development that will make Poly a college worthy of new and greater things it has never known or could know in the past.

Fraternities enrich college life. Their ideals build character and brotherly feeling that schools without them are denied.

The building of this new structure will mark the first step at Poly toward real fraternity improvement. Other organizations are bound to follow, to build their own houses.

Overcrowded conditions in the school's dormitories that are bound to come about as Cal Poly's student body increases annually will be considerably lessened with the coming of fraternity houses into the school program.

Congratulations Sigma Phi Kappans ... you lucky stiff!!—D.C.

Water, Water Everywhere

An editorial appearing in this column recently centered itself around the possibility of putting in grass, in front of the Administration building. Since then some discussion has arisen concerning that editorial.

The expense of such an undertaking hampers its becoming an asset to the school. Water is the first problem, expense of labor for upkeep is the second, and the student body's desire for the project is the next.

Carelessness in watering the lawns that Poly does have is one of the contributing factors in making the possibility of putting in grass, front of the Administration building.

Considerable expense for upkeep could be lessened if the N.Y.A. boys working about the campus. Since then some discussion has arisen concerning Water, Water Everywhere that time picking up refuse and papers students string over the
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College Head Tells Of Job Opportunities

"There is a definite position for each of you coming out of school in the near future," said the president of the Armstrong Business College, Mr. B. D. Armstrong. "You will hear from the companies that expect to employ you." The president also urged the students to improve their skills, as many opportunities exist for those who are willing to learn and work hard.

Alumni News

Feastry said that the alumni of the Armstrong Business College have been very active in helping to develop the country, new medical methods which increase productivity by cutting costs, point the way to the solution of important problems. Armstrong brought out "bolsters" showing quick, efficient, employment, will teach in schools and colleges. "We have been in the medical field for a long time," he added, "and we can teach you in this field and in the field of education, the growth of the nation, the development of new ideas and new methods." Feastry's recommendations were for a considerable number of well trained men in the comparatively new areas of physiology and medicine.

Feastry's first recommendation was for improvement of a solid body of knowledge of facts about the particular field. The second was for the improvement of the general body of knowledge. Feastry stated that the status of the medical profession has improved in the last 50 years, and that the professionals are now more interested in improving their standard of living.

Graduation Applications Must Be In Tonight, Say School Officials

Applications for technical and practical certificates for California Poly, and the four senior high schools in the Poly districts must be turned in today. The applications can be made in person at the Poly office, or by mail. Applications for technical and practical certificates must be turned in by tomorrow. Applications for the four senior high schools in the Poly districts must be turned in by the 1st of the month. The applications can be made in person at the Poly office, or by mail. Applications for the four senior high schools in the Poly districts must be turned in by the 1st of the month. The applications can be made in person at the Poly office, or by mail. Applications for the four senior high schools in the Poly districts must be turned in by the 1st of the month. The applications can be made in person at the Poly office, or by mail.
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Cadet Teachers Give Classes in Poultry Problems

An outline of poultry problems to be taken up during the next term at the California Poly dairy department was presented to the men and women attending the first session held Tuesday evening. The course is scheduled for the Poly Poly-technical poultry class.

Flight Training Is Explained Over KVEC

A complete explanation of features of the flight training in progress now being given at California Poly, explained Mr. B. E. Holmes, a member of the federal civil aeronautics authority and executive and general manager of the California Poly alumni association. Holmes stated that the goal of the Poly Poly- technical poultry class.

The festival was given by Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. K. Lundmark, and Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. K. Lundmark.

Other features of the meeting were, an address by John M. Langel, an address by David William, an address by David William, an address by David William, and an address by David William. The festival was given by Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. K. Lundmark, and Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. K. Lundmark.

Knight of Columbus Hold Dance at Poly Men Tomorrow

The Knights of Columbus will hold a dance tomorrow night at the Poly Men's Club, according to the Poly Poly-technical poultry class.

The flight training is being given under the supervision of Mr. B. E. Holmes, of the federal civil aeronautics authority and executive, at the Poly Poly-technical poultry class.
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The flight training is being given under the supervision of Mr. B. E. Holmes, of the federal civil aeronautics authority and executive, at the Poly Poly-technical poultry class.

Three Days Of Final Exam Start Dec. 13 Schedule Prepared

Final examinations at California Poly will start Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 16, and will end on Friday afternoon, Dec. 18. The final examination schedule will be released next week by the administrative council.

Labor Problems To Be Discussed at Forum

A series of discussions on the labor problems will be held in the Poly Poly-technical poultry class.

Explains Agriculture Changes To Poultry Meeting

An interesting talk by J. T. Thompson, senior instructor, on agriculture and its changes, was the outstanding feature of a recent meeting held by the Poly Poly-technical poultry class. Thompson gave an explanation of changes in agriculture which have occurred in the past 25 years. He pointed out that the changes have been due to a great extent to the development of more efficient methods of production and marketing. Thompson also explained that the changes have been due to the development of more efficient methods of production and marketing.
Poly Ends Year Against Chico State; Mustangs Set For Wide-Open Offense

Cal Poly’s traveling Mustangs left Wednesday morning for the long trip to Chico State. This year the Mustangs have the chance to play in the Chico Bowl on Friday afternoon, November 19, at the Balboa Stadium. The Mustangs have the chance to play the Chico State Aggies in their last game of the season.

Chico has one of the toughest aggregations in the coast minor league. Last week they met and defeated a strong Cal Poly squad 20-0. The game was played on the Chico 8tateri. Last week they met and defeated a strong Cal Poly squad 20-0.

The Mustangs have the chance to play the Chico State Aggies in their last game of the season. The game was played on the Chico 8tateri. Last week they met and defeated a strong Cal Poly squad 20-0.

The Mustangs have the chance to play the Chico State Aggies in their last game of the season. The game was played on the Chico 8tateri. Last week they met and defeated a strong Cal Poly squad 20-0.

The Mustangs have the chance to play the Chico State Aggies in their last game of the season. The game was played on the Chico 8tateri. Last week they met and defeated a strong Cal Poly squad 20-0.

The Mustangs have the chance to play the Chico State Aggies in their last game of the season. The game was played on the Chico 8tateri. Last week they met and defeated a strong Cal Poly squad 20-0.